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Trending
Ecommerce
Stores
Over the last 5 years, electronic commerce has
expanded rapidly and is expected to continue at this
pace or can even accelerate. Ecommerce has
become one of the most sought after solutions that
reach the consumers with out-of-the-box ideas.
It is a platform designed to allow consumers
exchange goods and services electronically with no
restrictions in time and distance.

Ecommerce covers a broad range of businesses including consumer retail stores, auctions, business
exchanges, trading goods, transportation ticketing, food ordering and much more. The flexibility of the
medium which is an open market 24 x 7 increases the significance of e-commerce market.

Owing to the widespread use of the internet, enterprises prefer to promote their business online as it
reaches a broader range of target audience. Electronic commerce works in different segments of
which e-commerce conducted between businesses for buying and selling is business-to-business
(B2B). On the other hand, electronic commerce conducted between business and consumers is

referred to as business-to-consumer (B2C). Ecommerce is all about doing shopping, trading, booking
tickets and the like from any desired location at any convenient moment.

The concept of ecommerce has moved upwards to a level noteworthy due to several significant
advantages.

• Eliminates travel time and cost, hectic crowds and standing queues

• Operates 24 x 7 and 365 days
• Offers comparison shopping
• Provides deals, coupons and group purchase options
• Encompasses a wide range of products and collection for all age groups
• Requires less investment yet yields huge profit
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Role of Mobile Apps in the
Ecommerce Industry

“

Entrepreneurs incorporate their ecommerce stores to mobile apps as it increases

the frequency of transactions several folds.

”
Benefits of Mobile Apps

The reason why e-commerce stores could hit the high

spot is its huge unexplored potential and the benefit that
Versatile - Compared to the mobile
web, apps are more convenient and
offer easy connectivity options and
can be easily customised as per
specific requirements.

they don't require physical stores that demand high
fixed cost. While physical stores with limited space
make retailers confront difficulties in displaying a wide
selection of goods, online retailers could readily offer a

Rapid - Incorporated with high
technology, mobile apps load much
faster than the mobile site and hence
offer users a high-speed shopping
experience.

vast selection of goods. In addition, online retailers can
cut off costs in paying for personnel and simply need to
focus on accessing shipping companies and monitor if
the products are delivered on time.

On-the-go - It is way too easy for
users to execute buying and selling
through a mobile app as it extends
anywhere anytime shopping
experience.

Most of the e-commerce companies aspire to take their
online businesses one step further by building apps for
smart phones. Few companies are already on the verge

Timely Notifications - By notifying
users on new deals, coupons, and
other festive offers through personal
messages, the merchant has a
positive chance to increase
purchases and loyalty.
Easy Payment Options - A mobile
app allows users to perform one click
payments. Various payment modes
enable easy and convenient
transactions consequently increasing
the conversion rates tremendously.

of shutting down their websites to provide just the
mobile app facility as the reach mobile apps has is
significantly high. The strategy of launching online
shopping apps is that the app once downloaded by a
user adds the chances of frequent purchase and
placement of orders which subsequently augments the
development of a business.
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Jallicart – Product Line

A perfectly customised mobile app would definitely draw customers and elevate
the conversion rate to a whole new level.

Ecommerce

Auction

A perfectly customised mobile app would definitely
draw customers and elevate the conversion rate to a
whole new level. Jallicart is a revolutionary ecommerce product from NDOT which combines the
power of multiple solutions in a single platform such
as shopping cart, deals and auctions.
To meet all e-commerce requirements, NDOT has
meticulously designed a stupendous ecommerce
software and an auction software under the banner
„Jallicart‟. Increasing number of people in social media
engagement can increase the opportunities for wider
reach and user engagement. The product that
promotes ecommerce activities with the parallel
influence of social media is one of the best efforts put
forth to combine maximum social ecommerce
solutions such as pinning or marking favourite
products for buying, compare products online, sell
products on the same platform and so forth.

The products cater to all business types, be it a startup or a Fortune 500 establishment. By implementing
innovative technology, Jallicart has also aided small
businesses to skyrocket to greater heights. Jallicart
supports over 6000+ stores globally and is still
counting. As Jallicart provides solutions across small
to enterprise level companies, there is a huge
applicability and outreach for the product. Customers
are provided with options to self-customise the deals
and organise their stores as they desire.
As the solution assures high adaptability to the needs
of its users and extends its services through a single
storefront, the chances of market success of Jallicart
is really high. The online shoppers would find it
equally convenient to locate the products they require
using Jallicart. The product embodies all features that
would easily win the market strength.

Product Offerings
Jallicart offers unique products best in class and one of its kind. Its product line includes an unparalleled ecommerce
software and an awe-inspiring auction software.
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A multi vendor shopping cart software
Jallicart offers a single platform for multi-merchandising products, group deals,
and more. The app allows users to browse through a wide range of products,

make payments and even track their orders. Shopping can be done almost

Ecommerce
Software

anywhere by the users and hence can yield an exceptional rate of conversion
for business owners.

The app is designed focusing mainly on handheld devices to drive the
customer‟s business to an intense level of progress. The customer is provided
with timely professional support via email, chat or calls. The app is customised
as per the customer‟s requirement and is made affordable and unique for the
companies to witness more sales.

High-performing auction solution for all industries
The auction software presents a platform to conduct auctions online
for its users to handle auctioning in a very simple manner. It builds a
software that is robust and efficient so that it fits easily into the
specifications of various industries that intend to conduct auctions
online.

The app provides 10+ bidding types and 25+ extraordinary features
for customers to participate, bid and win online auctions. Comprising
dominant features, this app strongly assists in the conversion of
visitors to prospects.
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Auction Software

About NDOT
Visit our site www.ndottech.com or feel free to contact us at
contact-sales@ndottech.com for more details
NDOT has served to digitise several

We provide an array of incompetent mobile

enterprises with its services including quality

applications across all verticals including

mobile and web application development. We

enterprises, healthcare, retail, e-governance,

also have expertise to provide scripts for

and education. Our solutions include CRM,

launching e commerce sites and shopping

ERP, POS, Project management and

carts using open source technologies such as

collaboration, Employee performance

LAMP, PHP, RIA, Virtuemart, Opencart,

management, Loyalty Programs, Channel

Oscommerce, X-cart, and Magento.

management, Patient appointment scheduling,
e-learning solutions and much more. We also

We hold exclusive social media software such

provide cloud computing services to save your

as Sandwich and NDOT Social Dashboard to

time and money. Apart from our regular

manage the social networking sites to comply

products and services, we offer internet

with our customer needs. The company offers

marketing services that includes SEO and

complete CMS solutions using Wordpress,

SEM.

Joomla, Drupal, and much more to manage
your online contents. NDOT is expert in
handling all kinds of projects using .Net and
Sharepoint applications.

To know more about our ecommerce products, visit
www.jallicart.com

Email
sales@jallicart.com

Skype
sales.jallicart
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